
A JOUR�EY OF A THOUSA�D MILES 

STARTS WITH A SI�GLE HEAVE 

 
or 

 
LES FRÈRES LORE	ZO SUIVE	T LA ROUTE DES VI	S 

 
 

 

 

Saturday 2nd September 2000 shortly after noon 

The ‘Normandy’ should dock in an hour.  We’re sitting right astern in the Burren self-service, 

drinking water—saving our hunger for France.  I’ve clocked about a hundred and ten miles since 

leaving Marlborough Road, ten more than Michael; half of the extra was getting to Glentanar, the 

rest toing and froing when Michael got two punctures.  We found a tiny piece of wire stuck in his 

outer tyre, but not until the second wheel change; it must have been there a while, as he’s had a few 

punctures in that wheel before, but it was so small we didn’t feel it the first time when we put in the 

spare tube. 

 

___________________________________ 

 

Dublin-Armorica 

A rainy start on Thursday (August 31st).  We cycled non-stop to Wicklow town, where I bought a 

screw for my back carrier and an Allen key to complete my set; I also got some factor 20 sunblock.  

We arrived at the Blainroe Hotel for lunch at twelve, soaked through; I changed my shorts and 

pants, and dried my shirt and jacket very effectively on the hand-drier in the Gents downstairs.  I 

had a half chicken and Michael had fish, bland and nourishing, with a pint of stout each.  The rain 

stopped and we set out again; the first puncture soon became apparent, so I cycled ahead and 

borrowed a pump from a customer at MacDaniel’s pub—my pump is only for car-type valves and 

Michael has Prestas.  The borrowed pump didn’t help much, as the flexible connection tipped the 

Presta valve and let out most of the air we had put in; but I bought the man a pint anyway and we set 

off for Arklow.  I met two cyclists, father and daughter, and asked them for help; the man agreed at 

once, and we rode back to meet Michael walking.  Frank, from Malahide, had a high-tech pump that 

filled the tyre enough to get us to a bike shop in Arklow, where we got a brass Presta attachment 

that screwed onto my pump nozzle.  We weren’t sure at that stage that it was a puncture—we 

suspected the valve just hadn’t been tightened properly—so we cycled on to Inch and stopped at 

Riverview Farmhouse where Michael had stayed before, so he knew they do a good dinner.  We got 

a two-bed room, unpacked and showered and rested until dinner at six: pork with a nice Côtes du 

Rhône.  We sat by the fire for a short while, asked for an 8am breakfast (which the proprietor agreed 

to though it’s normally nine-to-ten) and turned in early. 

 

Friday the first started out drizzly; the tyre had held up pretty well so we set off around nine.  As we 

progressed through Wexford the tyre got flatter; we put on the spare at Courtown Harbour, 

borrowing a spanner at the Post Office (my dog-bone spanner snapped, Michael’s last repairer had 

tightened the nuts so hard).  I missed the tiny piece of wire when feeling around, and pretty soon the 

new tube went soft; so Michael had to walk another five miles towards Wexford town.  I cycled 

ahead with the old tube, to borrow a bowl of water and repair it at Curracloe, and waited forty 

minutes till Michael arrived.  We found the culprit and pulled it out, borrowed a spanner and 

pumped the tyre at a garage, and made it to Wexford for a lunch of fish and chips and pints in the 
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sun at a friendly hotel.  We bought a versatile pump (with pressure gauge!), an adjustable spanner, 

and a goolieslasher (spider-stretchy), and pushed on for Rosslare.  We had phoned Irish Ferries at 

lunch and found out that we didn’t have to hurry, as the boat was running two hours late; in fact it 

left three hours late.  We had a pint in the bar as it moved out, and repaired the spare tyre; then we 

had a snack (ill-fated in my case) in the buffet and retired to our misnamed ‘recliners’—they don’t 

recline, they lean a few inches back, and their metal frames catch the coccyx bang on.  I didn’t sleep 

a whole lot; I returned my sausages and beans to a plastic bag and passed them on to a lidded bin 

that looked well used to such deposits.  Around five I took a turn on deck and saw the lights of 

Land’s End.  It felt virtually windless, which meant that there must have been a perfect following 

wind; unbelievably calm.  Coffee and muffin for breakfast—saving our hunger for France. 

 

When we landed we cycled a quarter of a mile to the first restaurant we saw and had a slap-up meal 

with a red Saumur Champigny.  I got the waiter to give me some change so I could leave him a tip; 

he tried to refuse (‘C’est pas grave, monsieur’) but I insisted.  Next day at the Henri IV in Rostrenen 
the waiter told me that service is always compris in France—and if anyone tells you otherwise 

they’re lying.  Anyway, satisfied with our first French meal, we did some bike-adjustment—mirrors 

on the left—and set off cycling at about 4pm.  We contemplated sticking to the coast for a while, 

but decided to take on the Armorican hills, and went down to Morlaix (where we bought a 

dictionary—how unprepared can you start out?)  and found the road for Huelgoat.  The hills proved 

beautifully gradual and the road quiet, lined with trees.  Around seven we started looking out for 

accommodation, and followed a sign for a Gîte d’Étape, which proved to be a self-catering 
walkers’/riders’/cyclists’ hostel.  We got a suite to ourselves—cooking facilities and two double 

bunks, with five extra beds upstairs—and said we wanted to find something to eat; so Mme Prouff 

drove us to the village of Cloître de Thégonnec where her friend had a shop, which she most kindly 

opened up (it was after 7pm).  We bought bread, white wine, butter, cheese, grapes, eggs, bananas 

and garlic, and as we left they gave us a glass of Martini and a glass of Ricard, and we chatted in the 

kitchen.  I sang ‘Je suis d’Allemagne, je parle alleman, je viens de Bretagne, Breton, Bretonnan’ 
which they didn’t know, and also ‘Quand je bois du vin clairet’ which they did.  M. Prouff joined 

the party, then he drove us home.  We had banana and garlic omelettes, very good if a little light on 

the garlic (it should be about equal quantities of garlic and bananas), and we turned in at 9pm. 

 

Sunday 3
rd

 -Pontivy 

I didn’t wake until 8am when Michael was already up.  I had a shower and fried the remaining two 

eggs; we breakfasted and cleaned up, fixed our bikes up, paid, and left for Carhaix.  A few drops of 

rain fell, but we soon dried off; it remained overcast with sunny spells.  We bypassed Carhaix and 

headed for Rostrenen; after thirty miles we 

looked for a restaurant, found the Hôtel 
Henri IV—two stars—had a slap-up meal 

with a bottle of Brouilly and headed on.  A 

final gentle descent brought us into Pontivy 

around seven and we asked in O’Sullivan’s 

Irish Pub where we might find a room; they 

recommended the Hôtel Porhoët and here 
we are. 

 

Monday 4
th

 – �antes-Brest Canal 

The Porhoët gave us a bath and a TV, and a 
garage to lock up our bikes.  We bathed and 

changed and walked into town in the 

evening sun, photographing the Château de Rohan on the way.  We called back to O’Sullivan’s 

Irish Bar to report our satisfaction and sample the Guinness which was quite good, but the CD of 
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‘the Irish tenor, known and hated the world over’ singing in quick succession one chorus of 

everything from Galway Bay to Paddy McGinty’s Goat drove us out, and we quickly lit upon the 

Pizzeria +apoli where we had excellent pizzas and a carafe of red.  Back at the hotel we got into 
bed and turned on the TV but Michael fell asleep almost immediately and I wrote up a bit of diary.   

 

This morning (Monday) we had breakfast at 7.30 and set off about 8.45 having made adjustments to 

my panniers (tying 

stretchy loops on to 

prevent them from 

jumping free on 

bumps). We decided 

to follow the 

Nantes-Brest Canal 

which passes just 

across the road from 

the Porhoët (nice 

name that: Pour 

Away), and the day 

changed, from a cold 

morning with mist 

on the canal and 

frost in the fields, to 

gorgeous sunshine.  

We stopped for a 

sup of water every 

ten miles; at the first stop we finished our bread cheese and grapes, and had apples from a nearby 

tree that shed its windfalls near the path.  I finally got my left pedal-flat off and loosened the cleat 

mechanism so that I could get out with ease.  I had bought cleat shoes and pedals the day before 

leaving Dublin, and only got the 3mm Allen key needed for adjusting them in Wicklow; this led to 

four or five standing topples on day one, as the pedals are supplied in ‘exit near-impossible’ mode.  

 

 Following the canal means no extreme hills; after climbing gently for a few locks we went through 

a long cutting and 

then descended for 

the rest of the day.  

We had lunch in a 

routiers’ café just 

before Josselyn: 

melon or pâtés, then 

steak and chips with 

a bottle, filled from a 

jug but poetically 

labelled Vieux Fusil, 
then cheese in huge 

quantity and crêpes 
and coffee, all for 

half nothing.  A 

tinny tranny played 

Arabic pop music; 

the room had the feel 

of a mobile home. 
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Along the way Michael developed an idea for a canal barge with solar panels and a dedicated bike 

store.  We met a dozen or so cyclists, passed highly floral lock-cottages, and saw several barges, 

mostly after Josselyn.  Going along a towpath is very relaxing, you can’t go too fast (the surface 

varies from tarmac to clay, to large skiddy stones, to mud), the slope is gentle at each lock and 

otherwise quite flat, there are no cars or motorbikes (except for service people and the few 

inhabitants) and you can nearly always stay abreast and chat.  We came upon a Chambres d’Hôte 
sign some ten miles before Redon and settled in to the Grange aux Moines (Gîte Rural).  Baths, 
then dinner—no choices—terrine with tomato salad, long-legged chicken, sponge cake, with two 

flagons of the house cider.  After dinner I washed some shirts and socks and now it’s almost time to 

turn in (8.30).  I have no aches or pains anywhere, except for not being able to lie on my left hip, 

from cleat-captive topples; Michael is a little saddle-sore and stiff in the shoulder. 

 

 
 

Tuesday 5
th

 – Bungalow 

I woke in a sweat at half past midnight, changed my nightshirt, reduced the covers and slept till my 

watch alarm went off at seven.  The farmer gave us breakfast—coffee and bread—at 7.30, and we 

set off at 8.15 along the canal.  The morning was colder and mistier than yesterday; I took an 

atmospheric photo of Michael coming along the three-mile straight stretch we had spotted on the 

map.  The farmer had told us it would get hot, and it did, but we had tree shade for a lot of the day 

and it never became unpleasant.  

 

We arrived in Redon shortly after nine and found a boulangerie that sold us the makings of a picnic: 
a quiche, a baguette, two cravates (sweet raisiny pastries) and a bottle of claret.  A huntin’ shootin’ 
fishin’ shop sold me a Swiss Army knife decorated in camouflage: drop it in the forest and you’ll 

never find it again.  Michael tried on some shoes but none were quite right.  We got francs from a 

Banklink and Michael changed some out-of-date hundred-franc notes at a bank.  The bicycle shops 

were shut (a lot of Redon shuts on Tuesday because they have a fair on Monday); I was trying to 

persuade him of the virtues of cleats, and he was willing to give them a try.  We went along and 

found a secluded bit of canal bank for our real breakfast, around eleven.  This stretch of canal is 

much less posh; weed in the water, no bikes or boats passing, overgrown banks.  After our meal (we 

livened up the bread with garlic) we turned my bike upside down and Michael regulated my 
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derailleur (I had lost access to my 7th gear) and we noticed two spare bolts, meant for attaching a 

pump, one of which I used to replace the mudguard/carrier bolt from Wicklow, which had fallen out 

yesterday going over a bump.  This time we tightened up well and covered the two bolts with gaffer 

tape.  Then off again in good spirits until going up a slope to a bridge I felt my steering going out of 

focus and realised I had a puncture in the front tyre.  It was an earlier tube-repair leaking; I had 

suspected when patching it that I wasn’t spreading the solution wide enough.  I redid it under the 

shade of a modern concrete bridge, and we proceeded towards Blain.  At times the canal widened 

into a loch with dramatic cliffs, or showed us broad meadows or bosky groves across its smooth 

water, suddenly posh once again and populated with boats.  Around five we reached Blain and 

found a supermarket and bought a supper which we ate on the towpath; again no one passed, except 

a youngish chap looking slightly embarrassed in a Dr Seuss-looking canoe, and a cyclist.  In the 

stretching evening sun watching dragonflies and waterboatmen we ate bread with tomatoes and 

garlic, Roquefort, saucisson, peaches and grapes, and drank orange juice and a little Côtes du Rhône 
I had picked up. 

 

We set off already close to our daily target of fifty miles, resolved to stay in the first place we found; 

which is a Bungalow (prefab/mobile home; a not-very-glorified container) in a field, alongside a 

tent and two caravans.  Sent a text message home, showered; time for bed. 

 

Wednesday 6
th

 – Chalonnes sur Loire: School 

Got off around eight after a little breakfast of orange juice, cheese, and saucisson, with peaches and 

grapes.  We followed the canal for two hours; sometimes the path was rough and at one point it 

petered out altogether and we had to go back (‘C’est vraiment du sport’, commented a helpful 
fisherman) and take a road to the next bridge.  We had café au lait and bread and jam at a routiers’ 

café, where we also bought a loaf; we left the canal just west of Nort and went regretfully back to 

roads, as we wanted to head east of Nantes.  We 

were only five locks above Nantes, but leaving the 

canal brought us back to climbs and dips.  At Nort 

we bought some essentials—wine, tomatoes, salt, tea 

bags and biscuits.  Beyond the town we found a tree 

between fields and sat down to an excellent repast 

based on bread, butter, tomatoes, garlic, and salt.  

Then we pushed on towards Ancenis where we had a 

Ricard and a coffee, and crossed the Loire by a long 
high bridge.  Once over, we left the main road and 

took the fairly deserted small road following the left 

bank through little villages.  After St Florent le Vieil 

my front wheel blew its patch and I stuck on another 

on top; not a good idea as this also blew in a mile or 

so.  Rather than walk the ten miles into Chalonnes 

Michael suggested taking off the two patches and 

replacing them with a big one, which I did, and it got 

us to Chalonnes where there is no hotel! and all the 

restaurants were shut! but we were directed to a 

school that sometimes lets rooms during the 

holidays, and while waiting for the responsible 

person to return and take our booking at eight, we 

went back to the square and had a beer, then cruised up and down until we found a restaurant, 

deserted but with its door open.  The owner reminded me of Eamonn O’Doherty in his Wyatt Earp 

phase, so, encouraged by illusory familiarity, I remonstrated manfully with him, doubted his 

assertion that there was no-one there to cook, and appealed to his pity—which worked the business 
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and he gave us a very complete and memorable dinner with the usual four courses and wine and 

coffee.  Back at the school we realised that they had been hesitant about taking us in because they 

are already back in term time—but they gave us a room with comfortable beds and clean linen and 

towels and an en-suite shower and loo.  The boys of the school were amused by my bike; one 

wanted to try it but I wasn’t keen; on a recumbent you flop about a lot the first time you try, unless 

you’re Malachy who set off down Marlborough Road as soon as Tom delivered the bike to me, or 

Michael who sneaked a go at the Henri IV while I paid the bill, and coasted down a few slopes 
without losing his aplomb.  Some of the adolescent schoolboys tried out their unprintable English 

on us. Zut, alors. 
 

Thursday 7
th

 - Montreuil-Bellay***  

Friday 8
th

 - Vouillé  

2.50pm, under a tree in Poitou.  View of a tiny chapel with the first Mediterranean-style red tiled 

roof we’ve seen so far.  Washing laid to dry on the grass verge while we have our lunch.  

Twittering, cooing, buzzing, rustling; distant poultry noises. 

 

We didn’t take breakfast in the school, but set off at eight, bought bread and postcards (and browsed 

maps) in a shop in Chalonnes, and had breakfast at a picnic table by a backwater of the Loire just 

outside the town.  We climbed a long hill and called in at two wineries.  The first had all its doors 

open but was apparently deserted; at the second (A. Davy) a young woman answered the door and 

sold us a bottle of Anjou red and a dry Anjou white.  Grand panorama.  Then we pushed on to  
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Ponts-de-Cé in brilliant sun, where we 

crossed three of the four bridges and 

stopped for coffee at a café that that is 

also a betting shop, populated mainly 

by retired geezers who appeared to 

spend all day there.  I bought bread, 

pears, tomatoes, apple juice, and butter 

at a depressed-looking Alimentation 

next door, and we cycled along by a 

dry canal till we reached the scenic 

road along the north bank of the Loire.  

The river looked much as we 

remembered it from our canoe trip in 

1964, perhaps fuller of water.  We 

lunched at a table under trees 

overlooking a broad stretch of river.  

Michael spread out his washing to dry, 

which it obligingly did.  On we went 

then to Saumur, where we crossed the 

new bridge, got to the centre, asked for 

a marchand de vélos and were directed 
back across the old bridge; a Peugeot 

shop.  We both bought spare inner 

tubes, and oil for the chains; then we 

had a beer at, of all places, the Cyclo-
Bar (with a wall full of cycling 
trophies) where we wrote a dozen 

postcards.   

 

 

We had phoned ahead at lunchtime and booked into the Hôtel des Petits Augustins in Montreuil-

Bellay, using Peter’s Guide Routard 2000 for the first time; so we set off to find the back road via 
Brézé.  Once off the red (National) roads we could cycle side by side and, whether it was due to the 

petrol-tanker drivers’ strike or what, the D-roads were virtually deserted, so just at seven, as 

announced, we rolled into the 

courtyard of M. et Mme 

Guezenec*** in the medieval-

gated town of Montreuil-Bellay.  

We were given the Grande 
Chambre recommended in the 
Guide, with three beds and 

antique chairs, tables, wardrobe, 

paintings and tapestry—and a 

bathroom bigger than our 

canalside Bungalow.  Our hosts 

recommended the Hostellerie 
de St Jean*** for a meal, where 
our fellow diners were two 

English couples, five Germans, 

and a lone Frenchman.  The 

cuisine was slightly nouvelle, but very satisfying; Michael wondered could we arrange for Peter and 
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Nick (driving across from England) to join us 

there.  We slept well in our 17th century 

splendour and had a late breakfast (8.30) after I 

had done my laundry, abandoning my fond 

Laundromat fantasy at last.  Away around 9.30 

by back roads to Loudun, stopping on the way to 

look at the outside of the Château de Ternay.   
At Loudun we looked at information posts on 

Urbain Grandier, the rebellious priest, and 

Théophraste Renaudon, the father of the French 

Press: respectively victim and protégé of 

Richelieu.  We looked into the church of St 

Pierre—very broad and echoey: we could hear it  

drawing powerful expostulations from 

Grandier—and had coffee and big sandwiches in 

a little square.  We bought bread but strangely 

no tomatoes, phoned ahead to Vouillé, and 

planned a back route via Silly.  Michael was 

diffident about finding the right road out of 

Loudun but hit on it directly with his finely-

honed sense of direction, and we had lunch 

under a tree on the D15. 

 

Later … 

Well, we cycled on through the burning heat 

over deserted roads to Vouillé, stopping by the 

way to buy a fresh melon and receive a free pen 

at a melon warehouse, and again to eat half of 

the melon in the meagre shadow of a fir hedge.  

We found our chambre d’hôte, took two rooms 
to save them the bother of bringing down a camp 

bed, had baths and a cup of mint-from-the-

garden tea and went for a slap-up dinner in the 

Cheval Blanc, as recommended by our hosts, 
with a bottle of interesting red Haut Poitou.  And 

so to bed, with messages to Jenny and Malachy. 
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Saturday 9
th

 – Verrières*** 

Early breakfast—7.30—but M. and Mme Lecanuet stood around and chatted eagerly with us so we 

didn’t get away till 8.30.  We went by back roads to Futuroscope but couldn’t find the entrance—

perhaps you’re supposed to come straight off the motorway—so we stopped at a café in a shopping 

centre and got directions: all we had to do was climb under a chain and slip across the road.   

 

 
 

M. Lecanuet had phoned on our behalf to get us a discount (under the name of the brothers Lorenzo, 

his understanding of our name over the telephone) so we enjoyed a 20% saving on the entrance fee!  

The nice baggage lady checked in our four bags as one, and in we went.  Not so much a 

communications exhibition as a selection of Imax cinemas, some spherical, some cylindrical, and 

some with moving seats…  
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We didn’t go into any ‘dynamic’ ones, just a polarised-specs 3D animation, a spherical Everest, and 

a high-resolution (60 frames per second) New Zealand 

travelogue, which were all heave-inducing enough.  We 

also took the revolving needle ride (no queue!—

possibly thanks to the petrol shortage) and saw an 

exhibition of holograms, and went to the Cyber Café 

where I checked my emails and replied to a few.  We 

had a sandwich and a beer, and walked around 

photographing the architecture and admiring the 

children’s water rides.   

 
 

From the 3D Aliens film it appears that the Futuroscope itself may be a franchise of an American 

venture.  Slightly seasick from the virtual switchbacks and impatient to get some mileage covered, 

but agreeably diverted at the same time, we moved on and found the back road toward Limoges.  

The afternoon was very hot and we didn’t have our usual long stop with the bottle of wine.  We 

passed one sign saying ‘La Route Des Vins—Suivez Le Peu’ which I took as a puritanical injunction: 
‘Follow not the way of wine overmuch’ or suchlike.  It might have meant that if it was suivez-la, but 
no: Le Peu is the name of a place, it appears.  We only had the second half of our melon (much 

improved overnight) and some bread and butter and cheese, so we arrived quite hungry and 

exhausted at Verrières, where the Hôtel des Deux Porches gave us a ground-floor room normally 
reserved for the handicapped—high loo and sit-down shower.  The kind receptionist put our bikes in 

her own garage and directed us to the Restaurant Comme Chez Soi***, where we had a very keen 
waiter who proposed a kir to start, which restored us greatly, and we went on to devour with relish 

an ombre chevalier (a Swiss troutlike fish) in thin pastry, with a bottle of Haut Poitou Cabernet ’97, 
‘La Suprenante’ which lived up to its name, and a litre of Badoit mineral water, followed by an 
inspirational creation of Poires William in many guises with tantalising tastes of complementary 
fruits and coulis.  The waiter sported a minimal goatee, a red flowery tie and a yellow spotted 
waistcoat, and he took a proprietorial sip of each bottle before he served it; so I told him in detail 

how much we had enjoyed the meal, which Michael seconded.  After sitting long over a mint tea we 

ambled back; Michael fell asleep immediately while I watched a programme about spectacular 

sporting disasters, and wrote some of this.  No coverage to ring Jenny, who was in Braunschweig 

for Anne Groocock’s wedding; she had sent a message this morning to say that they were having a 

wunderschöne Hochzeit and all sent their love. 
 

Sunday 10
th

 - Suaux 

Breakfast at eight and away around nine, stopping for water every ten miles.  We stopped to 

experience the viaduct at L’Isle-Jourdain: spectacular, and reserved for walking and cycling.  
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We cycled up and across, just to make use of it.   
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Thirty miles brought us to St Germain on the Vienne where we crossed the bridge to photograph the 

(untypically) ruined castle and found an auberge with excellent faux filets (sirloin) and Brouilly. 
 

 
 

Another scorching day.  Michael had some problems with his chain falling off the smaller front ring, 

so we stopped after forty miles in a forest path with some shade, to clean and oil our chains and do a 

general overhaul.  Slightly greener fields than around Poitiers; except for the plentiful oak trees the 

wild growth is quite Irish-looking—but there’s ivy on the forest floors and very different crops in 

the fields: maize, vines, melons, and lots of sunflowers.  We had got the receptionist at Les Deux 
Porches to phone ahead to M. Dujoncquoy at Suaux and we arrived at his gîte rural at 6.30, thirsty 
and exhausted, even slightly dazed after the unexpected extra five kilometres beyond Suaux, which 

ended with an enormous climb.  When he offered us a drink we said ‘water’.  After a shower and a 

swim in the pool we rang Peter.  Nick isn’t with him as expected; they had skirted France, and Peter 

took a train from Geneva.  Then it was dinnertime (7.30), which we ate outside with M. and Mme 

Dujoncquoy; that went on till 9.15.  Messages to Jenny and Malachy; et voilà. 
 

Monday 11
th

 - Bourdeilles 

We breakfasted with the Dujoncquoys looking on; she had studied French Literature and we 

discussed Proust and Beckett (who is taught as a French writer, which surely would flatter him more 

than anything—’Vous êtes anglais, Monsieur Beckett?’—’Au contraire!’) to the clear disinterest of 
the husband who seemed determinedly sporty in an anti-intellectual way.   I suppose we looked the 

part; they wouldn’t have baulked had we given our names as Vladimir and Estragon.  They gave us 

toasted brack, but have no word for brack beyond pain aux raisins, which could be many things. 
 

Tricky back-road navigation; starting with an exhilarating descent, with many toilsome grimpes 
followed by scary chutes.  We bought wine, bread, cheese, saucisson, tomatoes, garlic, butter, and 
ten-fruit vitamin drink in Montboeuf, and stopped in Montbron to ask a cycle-shop man about cleats 

for Michael.  He was very interested in my recumbent bike (nobody in France seems to have seen 

one before) and had cleat pedals at a stiff price, but not the shoes to go with them; we said we’d 

rather get both together, and moved on.  Yet another scorcher.  We stopped for lunch after twenty-

five miles, in a thin forest, and had our bottle of Bergerac with tomato-and-garlic-crushed-in-salt 
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sandwiches.  We rang ahead to book in with Ian 

Trickett (yes, English) at La Rigearde near 

Bourdeilles, and looked in at a few medieval 

churches God knows where.  One of them was 

built like a science fiction fortress, and one was 

round-vaulted with tiny irregular windows, very 

good for singing plainsong, restored in 1900 by M. 

L’Abbé Moneys from his personal funds, for which 

the municipality recorded its gratitude in a plaque.  

A final few ups and downs after a very welcome 

grande bière (Grand comme ça?  Oui!) at Les 
Graulges, where we encountered some English 

speakers, brought us to the Dronne river and a very 

tasteful farmhouse where we bought some of their 

wine and bread for a picnic by their lawn, and paid 

our night’s bill in advance in order to sneak out at 

seven and hopefully avoid some of tomorrow’s 

heat.  We showered luxuriously and Michael 

worked out tomorrow’s route. 

 

On the road I made up a little hum, with a tune in 

which each second line of melody repeats the 

previous line, a fourth lower: 

 

  O sweet nad-cooling breeze,  l s d f s m__ 

  Flow freely up my shorts,  m r s1 d r t1__ 

  And give my body ease,  d r m f s m__ 

  Like beer in foaming quarts.  s1 l1 t1 d r t1__ 

 

Tuesday 12
th

 - Castillonès 

We got our early start—our watches went off in unison at 6.30—and we found out why the beds 

were so lovely and cool: we hadn’t got into the sheets at all, just under the top covers.  Second time 

that’s happened.  Orange juice and bread and jam and Danish pastries waiting for us in the dining 

room, along with a note thanking us for not talking loudly and waking the person overhead.  We put 

the pastries into our bag for later and got away very quietly by 7.10.  Still dark, we put on our lights; 

but nothing like as cold as the first mornings on the Nantes-Brest canal.  It was misty and cloudy, 

and ironically, for all our precautions, the day never got too hot at all.  We stopped on a hill and ate 

our pastries washed down with the remains of last evening’s wine and thought ‘how decadent, but 

very pleasant’ (actually Michael said that, I just thought ‘this goes down awfully well’).  We 

shopped in a Casino supermarket in St Astier, got a roast chicken, some Château Bel Air, 
nectarines, bananas, grapes, and bread, then sat outside a café bar and had our morning coffee, filled 

our water bottles, and generally enjoyed the facilities.  A man sat in the interior of the café with 

apparently his whole office—a laptop and a briefcase of papers—spread out on a table.  We 

wandered a little, looking for the bridge to cross the Isle; and I was reminded that in France they 

don’t answer questions, however polite, unless they have been properly addressed first, bonjour 
monsieur, bonjour madame.  It’s a good habit they have, entering a shop you say hello not only to 
the attendant but all the other customers.  Costs nothing and wastes no time, just a moment of 

contact. 

 

We got our thirty miles done by noon, stopped right beside a fastish road around 12.30 and split the 

roast chicken straight down the middle.  I phoned home and got Jenny who had come home from 
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Germany last night; Michael phoned his home and got Lucy.  I phoned ahead to book us in to La 
Ferme du Bois de Mercier near Castillonès.  That proved to be a long day’s journey—over sixty-

five miles—but we made it in good time and in good form.  We got money from a Drinklink in 

Mouleydier, I bought a film and Michael bought the next three maps, then we had grandes bières 
just in sight of the Dordogne bridge; well in sight of some interesting digging-up-the-square works, 

using a nice side-tipping lorry. 

 

Crossing the Dordogne we were sorry not to be seeing more of it; but onward and up a few more 

hills.  We stopped at St Pardoux’s well, which looks like a miniature medieval fountain of youth, a 

source of lovely clear water described on a notice as non-potable.  The analysis showed hardly any 
trace of anything, but 50 germs of colitic bacteria per 100cl.  That analysis was done in 1994; the 

notice reporting it is scrawled with comments questioning the non-potability and the out-of-date 

information.  Michael mentioned that in medieval times, and indeed until recently, nobody drank 

water, as it was always polluted: they drank small beer or wine, and later (influenced from the East) 

tea and coffee, which involved boiling the water.  We wondered was this the reason healing 

properties were ascribed to holy wells—rare sources of clean water.  Six kilometres from 

Castillonès we phoned again for directions and arrived at Bois de Mercier around 6.30.  Mme 

Bosquet—Denise—showed us a room with not only Water-Corner facilities but also a fridge! and 

we had leisurely baths and map sessions before dinner at eight with Raoul and Denise and their 

grandson Samuel hanging about.  Matras de canard with peas and potatoes, yum, with her brother’s 
wine and Raoul’s pruneau aperitif.  They teach weekend courses of The Five Tibetans (asanas) and 
other new age enlightenments; she in particular is very easy to get on with, appeared delighted to 

hear we’re both grandfathers, and asked Michael’s age (61), saying she is four years younger.  Raoul 

appeared almost grumpy at first, but was easy to talk to; he has officially retired and his son runs the 

farm, but he is still kept very busy.  Denise says the Five Tibetans keep him looking younger than 

his sixty-four years.  Breakfast at eight. 

 

Wednesday 13
th

 - Port Ste Marie 

The most comfortable beds so far; still I sweated quite a lot and tossed and turned with challenging 

dreams, something politico-sexual around Grafton Street at Christmas.  Breakfasted with the 

German helper Catherine Volkert who is keen to visit Dublin from London where she’s headed 

next.  Denise introduced me to a piano teacher from Rouen and we chatted amicably; a small 

woman with the gentle voice and commanding gaze of a successful music teacher.  Denise 

photographed us and our 

bikes for her album—she 

keeps a record of every head 

she’s had the pleasure to 

know.  Off by 9.30, a misty 

day which never got 

unpleasantly hot, even cooler 

than yesterday.  We stopped 

for water and wine and bread 

after ten miles; the hills were 

long and manageable, and 

grew less and less.  More 

water and bread with 

successfully solidified butter 

after twenty miles, and thirty 

brought us to the Garonne 

and its canal latéral.  We looked for a shop or a restaurant in Tonneins, none open or at least 

visible; just before crossing the Garonne a bar couldn’t even sell us a bottle of wine (‘vang’—
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Denise was the first we heard with the southern twang).  So we ate what we had (bread, butter, 

cheese, tomato, saucisson, grapes; I had to throw out the bananas which had gone squashy, also the 
unfortunate biscuits from way back, all stale and broken; the tea bags remain unopened) at a table 

by the canal.  We filled our bottles at taps put by the waterside for the use of boaters, and sallied out 

on the chemin d’halage.  The recent rain (thunderstorm at dinnertime last night) made the fine clay 
into fine skiddy mud so we stayed as much as possible on the grass; after a lock or two the mud got 

drier and harder, but the path was so rutted and studded with tree roots that it was harder to ride than 

the hills; so we got back on the road through yet more maize and sunflowers, with vines and 

sorghum and increasing groves of fruit trees covered with netting.  We called in at the Buzet winery 

and bought a bottle of Carte d’Or ’96 (only later it struck us that, looking round the whole 
warehouse and choosing something in the middle range, we had gone and splashed out all of £4 on a 

bottle of wine).  On through Damazan, the country now quite flat, to Port Ste Marie where we are 

now installed in the Hôtel Saint Clair, which is also a bar/restaurant.  We got a room each, as they 

had no rooms with two beds.  We put our bikes in the garage full of TVs waiting to be installed, had 

a small beer in the bar and are now resting before dinner at eight.  We had set ourselves an easy day 

but it has turned out not much under the usual fifty miles; we got here by five o’clock, so there may 

be time for some much-needed clothes-washing. 

 

Well we had a meal which was surprisingly good—the works: soup, salmon and lumpfish eggs, sole 

Belle Meunière, faux filets au Roquefort and pud, with a bottle of Buzet Tradition, and a Badoit as 
ever.  We both phoned home. 

 

Thursday 14
th

 – Castelsarrassin 

A fortnight out!  Breakfasted at 7.30—lots of townspeople breakfasting in the bar—and off by 8.30.  

Recrossed the Garonne and set off for the canal; the surface of the chemin d’halage was hard lumpy 
clay; eight and a half miles out I was saying ‘Bump bump bump, did you ever ride a Wump’ when I 

was jolted right out of my seat and onto the ground.  My coccyx went numb immediately but 

everything still worked, so I put back the chain that had come off the pedal-ring and the pannier that 

had come off the carrier despite its tight goolieslasher, and carried on.  The surface got a bit better 

but not much, so we left the canal at Agen and went into town to look for cleats and cleat pedals for 

Michael.  These we got at the bicycle shop of a very chatty man interested in the recumbent; I gave 

him the address of Bikefix, where Tom Hewins had bought it for me.  Leaving Agen we just caught 

a supermarket for another Buzet, some water, cheese, salmon, nuts, olives, and bread.  We went on 

a road towards the canal to have lunch in one of those forests planted in military straight lines: 

maples with all their lower branches lopped.  We got back to the canal and phoned ahead for a place 

to stay; one was booked out, another on answering machine, another not answering, so we booked 

one quite far away—Castelsarrassin.  We had meant (honestly) to have an easy day, having spent a 

lot of time in Agen, and the cleats needing to be set up, but it turned out over fifty miles again.  The 

towpath was rough; we asked a fisherman did it get any better, he said it did; but it was still 

gravelly, and we asked a lock-keeper as a barge went down the lock, and he said that two bridges on 

it became a good road all the way to Moissac.  In patches it was fast enough but often it got sandy 

and gravelly and my back wheel dug itself a hole.  Michael could speed over it, and sometimes I 

could grit my teeth and go for bust… the front wheel went fairly straight ahead, the back moved 

sideways quite unpredictably but generally fell into line, but our progress was slow and it was 

getting late so we took to a main road, which conveniently had a cyclable hard shoulder.  We made 

such good time on that that we stopped for bread and a beer in Malause, then set off again at six and 

arrived at the Galeas’ not long after seven.  They have a veranda where we had our picnic supper—

bread, wine, salmon, olives, and lots of their beautiful tasty tomatoes that they invited us to pick 

from the garden.  They have a Labrador called Hondo, a black cat with a docked tail, and another cat 

like a young slim Pod.  We retired to our bedroom and put the cleats onto Michael’s shoes, then 

went to sleep, too tired to do any writing up. 
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Friday 15
th

 - Toulouse 

We had breakfast at eight at the Galeas’ long table in a large central room with stairs and 

balconies—a good place for parties, Michael said, rather like Malachy’s, only bigger.  We spent 

three hours fitting and adjusting Michael’s cleat pedals, which involved working out what each part 

did and what effect the adjustments 

had.  They turned out to be not only a 

different system but a different size to 

mine; even though the cleats are of the 

same design, they are considerably 

shorter.  Never mind, we don’t want to 

swap bikes anyway.  When Michael 

tried riding on the road all was correct 

and he had no trouble freeing his feet.  

By this time the Galeas had left for 

Toulouse, but they said they were 

delighted for us to stay around, and we 

were to help ourselves to as many 

tomatoes as we liked, since they were 

over-ripe and going to waste.  So we filled a bag with several kilos, and left, putting the gate-handle 

back on the gatepost as directed.  After ten miles we stopped under some trees and guzzled 

tomatoes; they were the best I’d tasted, the second-best Michael had, though they needed some bits 

removed.  We rang Peter’s house and told Nathalie that we would arrive on Monday, all going well.  

Then we went another ten miles and ate more tomatoes, this time with some vin de pays and 
whatever else we had, by the canal, where we watched a man in his sixties get into a tiny narrow 

skiff and row up and down, his oars skimming the water on the return stroke.  Then we set off along 

the canal towpath and stayed on it all the way to Toulouse—it suddenly improved into a smooth 

tarmac, which inexplicably deteriorated after the last lock or so, where it ran alongside a long 

wall—perhaps a mile—

covered in most artistic graffiti 

signatures.  We arrived at the 

place where the canal split into 

branches, consulted the map 

and headed along the short 

branch that went into the city 

centre, stopping at a bar for a 

beer.  The barman seemed to 

have better English than 

French, and to come from the 

West Indies.  The loo was two 

doors down the street; he gave 

me a key and directions.  Then 

we cycled across Toulouse; we 

didn’t look for a place 

immediately, as it looked like the rough side of town.  We carried our bikes up some steps at the end 

of the canal where it used to join the Garonne, though now it is blocked off.  At the wide expanse of 

river in the city centre we crossed the Garonne for perhaps the thirteenth time and went to find the 

beginning of the Canal du Midi.  There are quite a few cycle tracks in Toulouse, very smooth, 
mostly shared with pedestrians; it got dark and we put on our lights, though not many others did.  

Passing under a bridge I heard an old gent call down, in clear measured tones, ‘Excellent vélo, 
monsieur!’ 
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It was dusk as we left the city, on very smooth canalside tarmac, populated with strollers, cyclists, 

rollerskaters, and joggers.  We wondered how we were going to find a hotel; so we got back up onto 

the road at a bridge, and asked two passing cyclists coming from the University roundabout.  They 

said that there was a Formule 1 hotel ten minutes along the canal, where the late hour would be no 
problem if you had a credit card, and indeed it was simplicity itself: an ATM took our booking 

outside the door.  As we worked it, a concierge came out and helped us; he put our bikes away in 

the handicappés loo.  We had a code (726726) that opened our bedroom door, and inside was a 

double bed with a single bed crossways overhead, a basin, TV, and window; slightly cramped but 

clean.  Self-cleaning loos and showers round the corner.  So we went to bed well showered, and up 

to date on the latest hi-tech sailing boats in Australia. 

 

Saturday 16
th

 – Carcassonne 

We followed the canal until the tarmac ran out, stopping for water bread and saucisson with 
olives—very welcome, with no dinner last night—and around noon took off up the main road to 

catch the shops before they shut.  We got bread and pizza squares and pains à raisin (=Danish 
pastry this time) and rosé wine at a boulangerie.  The day was lovely and cloudy and cool, and the 
tarmac very smooth until it ran out near Port Laragais (twinned with Waterford?

1
) where we had our 

rosé and warm pizza squares sitting on a little wall near Riquet’s obelisk.  He was the designer of 

the canal, and is commemorated there, at its high point; it must have been a feat to get the canal up 

over the hills, keeping it fed from whatever streams there were above it.  Extra water is pumped in 

from different sources in winter and spring.  We said goodbye to the canal, not for the last time,  and 

enjoyed good long downhill swoops for a while.  We saw the Massif Central, small and distant, on 

our left, and the foothills of the Pyrenees on our right (the Pyriankles, you might say.)  Suddenly 

Carcassonne appeared, with its medieval castellations, on the skyline.  We were lured into a wine 

shop and a bakery on the way in, to secure a bottle of Sept Soeurs Cabernet Sauvignon and one of 
Corbières, Château Saint Auriol ’98, and some bread and sticky things.  Also, seeing it was 
Saturday, we laid in a Sunday lunch of chicken legs and some cheese.  Then we went to find a hotel, 

and pulled up at the Octroi, a Logis de France two-star, where the man put our bikes (wheeled 
straight through the lobby, with proper respect) into the enclosed courtyard.  We climbed the spiral 

staircase and installed ourselves in a very clean and bright room, with bath and TV and a bit of 

space.  It was only five o’clock and we had done sixty miles with few enough stops, so we bathed, 

changed, walked up the short steep street to the old city of Carcassonne, and sat down for a pint of 

Kronenburg.  Demilitre, c’est à dire.  There was a splendidly varied procession of passers-by for us 
to watch, and somewhat refreshed we wandered into the castle courtyard and round the walls—

begun in the fifth century by Visigoths and finished in the thirteenth by Louis IX, then left to decay 

when the border moved beyond Roussillon, with the consequence that the town was never battered 

by artillery; then lovingly restored between 1844 and 1910, and since then the backdrop for many a 

stirring mediæval romance—in fact they were filming a scene on the old bridge below when we 

cycled past. 

 

Leaving the old city we went into a restaurant we had noted on the way up, and had an international-

flavoured meal: Michael had salmon and mushrooms (pleurottes) followed by slightly disappointing 
grilled salmon (the salmon menu) and I had my beloved Caprese salad, not so called but just the job, 

followed by gambas a la plancha, in so many words and excellent.  They were out of our two 
choices of white wine, so we had a local one, not so dry but very nice; and the whole in a deserted 

restaurant—a few customers outside—accompanied by a strange CD which frequently stuck, but 

was quickly jogged on by the waitress, of world music (including Indo-Spanish and South-

American-Techno crossovers).  Back at the Octroi we caught up on a little of the Olympics—France 

had already won two gold medals—before crashing out, a little later than usual. 
                                                           
1
 Not really: just, Waterford = Port Láirge. 
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Sunday 17
th

 - Valros 

It looked like getting hot but remained just hazy enough to avoid discomfort.  We rang Peter at our 

first stop, where the road met the canal again! at a double lock.  He had Nick and Mary with him for 

the weekend, but they couldn’t stay till Monday.  We watched and helped some six boats coming up 

and down the lock, and then moved on, keeping to the road for the sake of speed.  We met the canal 

again! and sat by it for our 

twenty-mile stop, beginning 

our bottle of Sept Soeurs, 
and finishing it too.  We 

moved on and to our 

surprise we saw the canal 

looming up on our left as we 

looked out for a place to stop 

for lunch, so we climbed up 

the steep bank and greeted it 

again.  A few boats drifted 

by; on one a man waved a 

glass of wine in greeting; 

Michael waved our bottle of 

Corbières back at him and 

he stopped his motor 

(waving a bottle is an invitation) but he didn’t join us; his companion waved their gallon box back 

at us, and they motored cheerfully on.  We had our Carcassonne chicken legs with some Corbières, 

and phoned home.  Jenny asked would I be home by Saturday next, which seemed so soon that I 

back-pedalled a bit.  Michael told Bobby he would come home with me and not cycle on, as 

originally planned, but after he had rung off he felt that he should have mentioned why he wanted to 
come home: not because he’s tired of cycling—au contraire, he just wants to get back to her. 
 

As we cycled on the day became clearer but not unbearably hot.  At first the Pyrenees got sharper 

and larger and more Kerry-mountainish, then they receded and the Massif became more impressive 

and cliffy.  Finally we reached Béziers and said farewell to the Midi Canal yet again; it looked sad 

and choked-up with weeds.  We stopped at a park, where we leant our bikes against a tree and sat on 

a bench in its shade, drinking our water and occasionally passing a football back to a younger pair of 

brothers.  Looking up at a bank behind us we saw a boat gliding along the top and realised that this 

was another branch of the canal, healthy and well, and locking finally down to sea level.  Truly final 

farewells then, and onwards through Béziers to Valros, looking out for a hotel.  We had phoned 

three places in the Guide Routard and found them booked out—it seems the Midi is not hors saison 
yet, like the rest of France.  On the way we saw a sign for the Auberge de la Tour, another Logis de 
France two-star, so we followed the arrows and asked the important question at the desk: Y a-t’il un 
garage pour les vélos?  Better than that, we were allowed take them into our room, through the 
french window!  So in we came and had baths and a bit of political debate on TV, and up for dinner 

at eight.  We started with the usual bottle of Badoit, which we had finished by the time our order 

was taken.  I had fish soup and Michael had trout and peas terrine; very nice; but the main course 

arrived an hour after we had sat down.  We wondered what we had done wrong; was it Michael’s 

odd socks?  When it did arrive—dorade with small vegetables in an aluminium papillotte—it was 

gorgeous, if modest in size.  To drink we had a bottle of white Abbaye de Valmagne which I picked 

not knowing it was sweet, simply out of nostalgia: checking in I had seen a poster of the Abbaye de 

Valmagne on the wall and told the girl showing me to our room that I’d played a concert there (St 

Sepulchres, also known as Andrew et ses Baguettes, wine festival c1992).  Not what we would have 
chosen for taste, but sure, grand.  They put it in a bucket of water, not ice, which seemed sensible to 

us.  The puds were fine too, no complaints really, though after the first ten minutes of waiting at the 
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start Michael said ‘this is when the Boss would be walking out.’  We looked for some Olympics on 

TV and found none but instead an episode of Frost (David Jason) brilliantly dubbed into French.  

Michael had seen the episode before and said Frost comes over a sharper character in French.  

Fascinating. 

 

Monday 18
th

 – Journey’s end 

We hadn’t set an alarm and I woke up at 8.05; breakfast (hot croissants!) and out by 9.30; main 
roads for a while, but we got off onto side roads at Tourbes where we asked a sixtyish man working 

on his car how to get to Pézenas by back roads.  He seemed willing to spend all morning telling us; 

his T-shirt had ‘Banana Stone—

Monkey in the clouds’ on it with 

a picture of a chimp smoking an 

enormous joint.  From there we 

got away our spirits never 

failing … earlier we had 

watched a grape harvesting 

machine at work with two 

attendant tractor-trailers.  The 

trailers tend to splash at 

roundabouts, making the tarmac 

sticky at this time of year.  We 

passed painlessly through 

Pézenas and into Montagnac 

where there was a bit of a hill 

and we saw our first sight of the 

Mediterranean.  Back on a smaller road we passed right by the very Abbaye de Valmagne but our 

momentum was too pressing to pause for a photograph.  At Villeveyrac we stopped to buy a pound 

of grapes which we scoffed immediately, and then we headed on to Montbazin. 

 

Approaching Montpellier on a big road we suddenly found we were provided with a cycle track—

two lanes, two or three metres from the main road—which made the going a lot more comfortable, 

that is to say, less scary, and we could once again ride two abreast.  We stopped after thirty miles 

under a new bridge with what looked like rubber pads between the verticals and the horizontal, and 

had our lunch of wine, tomatoes, garlic and salt, saucisson, cheese and bread—sounds familiar, but 

always welcome.   I was so famished and exhausted I couldn’t be bothered mashing my garlic in 

salt, or even slicing it as usual; I just held it in one hand and took alternate bites out of it and a 

tomato.  Much restored after a decent rest we went on to the outskirts of Montpellier where we 

saw—a recumbent!!  I whistled wildly and the rider turned round and caught up with us—a French 

girl on a German bike, very like the PDQ (same shade of red even) who, like us, had never seen 

another recumbent in France.  We shook hands and parted, never thought of taking a photo, but 

either the meal had restored me or the meeting was so encouraging that my bum was immediately 

much less sore.  The day I fell off it was fine while riding, but sharply painful at any change of state, 

such as standing up or going over a bump; by today it was less sharp but more constant.  I didn’t 

speak of it because I realised Michael’s saddle-soreness was getting worse, while mine was getting 

better. 

 

Pleasant passage through Montpellier—the bike lane had vanished, but we found the way through 

the city immaculately, walking across the central Triangle to avoid a long detour.  I regard myself as 

a good map-reader but I’m nowhere near Michael’s standard.  I told him, when he began to 

apologise for being fussy, that as a map-reader he is in a different class altogether: ‘2B?’ says he—

‘3C’ says I.  Mountjoy School joke.  Promising scholars went into Form 3 and were taught Latin, 
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the others went into 3C and took Commerce instead.  After Castries we phoned Peter to say we were 

half an hour away.  With my newly well backside and the goal within grasp, I flew ahead of Michael 

on the climbs and waited near the tops; just before five o’clock we descended the hill into 

Restinclières.  Nathalie came home with Clara (from school) and Matthew; we recovered ourselves, 

did a tour of the house (Jacques the plumber was still working on the master bedroom), tried out 

Nathalie’s bike (a mountain bike with suspension! wonderful!), had a cup of tea and some 

champagne, and phoned home—et voilà. 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

     
 


